STARTING QUESTION:
“How do we as parishes and as witness at baptism support our children and youth as they grown in the full statue of Christ, when Sunday School is no longer a viable option?”

THEME 1:
What are the ways in which, within our parishes, we are siloed/separated? How can we break those down?

KEY INSIGHTS:
• explore opportunities for intergenerational events.
• How can we redefine and reimagine our worship spaces to experience our community in the fullness of Christ?

NEXT STEP: We need to acknowledge that the 20th century model of siloed ministry is dead. We have entered a cultural shift - how do we live into that cultural shift as the community of Christ?

THEME 2:
How can we connect the authentic experiences we are having outside of our churches with our life together as followers of Jesus?

KEY INSIGHT:
• to come to identify those places of authentic experiences (of something bigger than themselves) by engaging in conversation with those in/out of our community.

NEXT STEP: As followers of Jesus, we seek to pray about it intentionally:
• one-on-one conversations with active listening
• using community organizing practices
• intergenerational conversations
• formulate faith network surrounding this issue.
• learn to articulate our own experiences so we can effectively communicate to others.